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Confrontation is Just
a Matter of Time
Joe Biden’s first act as President of the
United States will be to announce the
country’s return to the Paris Agreement, the
global pact forged with the aim of reducing
emissions of pollutants. This will represent
an olive branch for the entire world, a sign
that the US will abandon the negative
stance that marked the Trump Age. Except
for Brazil. For the Jair Bolsonaro
administration,
Biden’s
environmental
priority is more of war declaration.
During his electoral campaign, Biden
quoted Brazil on two occasions to threaten
the Bolsonaro government. He warned that
the United States would make Brazil “face
major economic consequences” of its
policies that encourage deforestation in the
Amazon. Bolsonaro responded in a defiant
tone: “When saliva runs out (diplomacy),
one has to have gunpowder (military
action)”. Since Bolsonaro took office, two
years ago, an area of rain forest the size of
Israel has been cleared in the Amazon
Region.

“The Amazon Forest in Brazil is
being destroyed, uprooted. More
carbon is absorbed from the air
in the Amazon than all the carbon
emitted from the United States of
America. I would be gathering up
and making sure we had the
countries of the world coming up
with $20 billion and say (to
Brazil), ‘Here’s $20 billion, stop
tearing down the forest. And if
you don’t then you’re gonna have
significant economic
consequences.”

In the biography “American Dreamer", by
journalist Evan Osnos, Biden is quoted as
saying “I believe that close relationships
among leaders help countries build
consensus. However, it is extremely unlikely
that the new American president charm will
win Bolsonaro over.
Bolsonaro would never have been elected if
it weren’t for Donald Trump. Trump did more
than just give legitimacy to Bolsonaro’s
rightwing populism. He also created the
model of the president that manufactures a
state of ‘perpetual war’, one who turns
opponents, the press, and other countries
into enemies not only to be fought but
exterminated. For Trump and Bolsonaro,
politics is not a battle of ideas; it is rather a
debate about themselves.

- Joe Biden, september 2020
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Amazon is my business, stay out of it.”

To help in Trump’s reelection, Brazil
reduced the tariff to ethanol imports from
Ohio, allowed film crews to take footage of
the Venezuelan refugee support center in
Roraima for the Florida campaign, and used
its digital machinery to spread fake news
about fraud in the November elections.
After claiming to have information “on major
fraud’ in the U.S. elections, Bolsonaro was
the last leader of the G-20 to congratulate
Biden on election win. Yet, Bolsonaro’s
statement published on Twitter was
dubious:
“I will be ready to work with you and continue
to build a Brazil-USA alliance, in defense of
sovereignty, democracy and freedom
around the world, as well as in trade
integration for the benefit of our peoples.” In
Bolsonarian discourse, “in defense of
sovereignty” may be understood as “the

The most surprising thing about Brazil’s
warlike mood is that Biden doesn’t want to
fight, quite the opposite. Biden’s 36 years of
experience as senator and eight-year term
as vice president have made him a consensus politician. He is best known for his ability
to find common ground with the Republicans, from the battles with the former Soviet
Union over nuclear disarmament under the
Reagan government to Plan Colombia
under Clinton. Furthermore, as in all previous U.S. presidential terms, Brazil is not
even in the list of 30 core priorities for the
new administration.
Brazil has a trade surplus with
China and a deficit with the U.S.

Source: Foreign Trade Secretariat

To understand why Bolsonaro intends to
insist on a confrontation with the US, we
must look at the results of his relationship
with Brazil’s other major trading partners –
China, the European Union, and Argentina.
One at a time:

“How can we deal with all that? Just
diplomacy is not enough. When saliva
runs out, one has to have gunpowder,
otherwise it doesn't work. You don’t
have to use it. But they have to know
you have it.”
- Jair Bolsonaro, october2020
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China
Bolsonaro prohibited his ministers from
receiving the Chinese ambassador Yang
Wanming, who clashed on Twitter with his
son Congressman Eduardo Bolsonaro,
chair of the Foreign Affairs Commission,
and the Brazilian representative of The
Movement, an international organization
that supports right-wing populism.

Bolsonaro had been nurturing an
anti-China sentiment since before his
campaign, when he visited Taiwan and
accused the Beijing regime of wanting to
“buy Brazil.” After taking office, he visited Xi
Jinping, but did not change his rhetoric,
neither did his sons.
Behind closed doors, the president has
threatened several times to prevent Huawei
from bidding on the 5G technology claiming
it to be an intelligence-gathering instrument
for the Chinese military. In public, he started
disseminating false suspicions about the
Covid-19 vaccine produced by the Chinese
company Sinovac, which he nicknamed
“vachina”.

Brazil’s number one business partner since
2010, China remained the largest buyer of
Brazilian iron and soybeans in spite of it all.
While the US and Europe reduced their
purchases in face of the pandemic, China’s
imports accounted for almost 80% of
Brazil’s trade balance.

Two general ministers reported that, on
different occasions, Bolsonaro told them
with conviction that the coronavirus was
produced in a laboratory by the Chinese
government to bring down the economy of
the rest of the world. He also accused
China of articulating the protests in Chile in
2019. There’s no evidence of any of that.

Brazilian trade with China is three times larger than with the U.S.

Source: Foreign Trade Secretariat
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European Union
In early 2019, Minister Paulo Guedes proudly
announced that he had closed the Mercosur
agreement with the European Union, ending
an impasse that dragged on since the Lula
years. However, Guedes disregarded that
major agreements entail great responsibilities, especially in the environmental area.
Brazilian Environment Minister Ricardo
Salles is the most efficient member of the
Bolsonaro administration. Never before has
anyone been responsible for so much devastation. He dismantled Ibama and ICMBIO’s
monitoring activities, closed down the
Amazon Fund, (by which Norway and Germany financed the preservation of national
parks), and encouraged illegal mining. It is
not by chance that the Amazon rainforest is
burning and being destroyed at record rates.

“I would like to send a message to
Mrs. Angela Merkel, who has
suspended 80 million dollars in
funding for Amazon Rainforest
projects. Take that money and
reforest Germany. They need it a
lot more than we do here.”

The European heads of states criticized
Brazil for its anti-environmental stance, to
which Bolsonaro responded that “Angela
Merkel should focus on reforesting Germany,” Emmanuel Macron is “an idiot’ and his
wife is “ugly” and “Norway, isn't that the country that kills whales up there, at the North
Pole? And that produces oil too?” Then, the
Mercosur-EU trade agreement was stalled
while supermarket chains issued notices
demanding environmental traceability of
Brazilian products.

- Jair Bolsonaro, August 2019
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Argentina
Argentina – Bolsonaro interfered in the
Argentine campaign by asking for votes for
former President Mauricio Macri and stating
that if Alberto Fernández won, Rio Grande
do Sul could become full of immigrants like
the state of Roraima, in reference to
Venezuela.
As Fernandez marks one year as president,
Argentina’s border with Rio Grande do Sul
remains calm, but Bolsonaro continues to
ignore the neighboring country. It took him
eleven months to have a video conference
with Fernandez and, in his speeches, the
Brazilian head of state continues using the
vote on the law to expand abortion rights in
Argentina as an example “of what can
happen in Brazil if they allow the left back to
power.”
The Argentine government has been trying
to reconnect. The former governor of
Buenos Aires and presidential candidate
defeated in 2015 Daniel Sciolli was sent
over as Argentina’s ambassador. In the
videoconference
with
Bolsonaro,
Fernández pledged the Brazilian president
“to leave their differences behind.”

“If the scumbag left-winger
returns to Argentina, our Rio
Grande do Sul may become a new
state of Roraima. And we do not
want that -– people migrating
from Argentina to Brazil.”
- Jair Bolsonaro, August 2019

It is convenient to believe that once under
pressure from Biden, the Bolsonaro administration will moderate the belligerent tone of its
foreign policy by changing the foreign and
environment ministers and taking a new environmental stance. Such a self-deceptive
thought! In the past two years, the Bolsonaro
government has been doubling the stakes for
its most radical supporters.
Albeit Brazilian foreign policy is condemned in
newspaper editorials and ridiculed in global
forums, it finds enormous support among the
Bolsonarian legions. They helped reinforce
the persona of a fearless president that
“advocates for national interests” among his
militants. So far, Bolsonaro has had no consequences for his actions. He believes that a
confrontation with the Biden government will
be more of the same.
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Priorities for Latin America
believe that Central America held the best
opportunity,” Mr. Biden wrote.

During this term as vice president, Joe
Biden traveled more to Latin America than
all the other presidents and vice-presidents.
Appointed by Obama as special envoy for
Latin America, Biden made 16 official trips
to the continent. He joined negotiations to
normalize relations with Cuba, proposed in
Congress an aid plan for Honduras,
Guatemala, and El Salvador, and endorsed
negotiations between the Venezuelan
government and the opposition in
Washington. Under Biden, for the first time
in fifty years, Cuban exiles in Florida will
lose influence in continental politics.

The new government’s priorities for
Latin America
A US$4 billion package for the
governments of the Northern Triangle of
Central America to reduce immigration
to the U.S.
Legalize 11 million undocumented
immigrants, the vast majority Latinos
Tear down Trump’s border wall
separating the United States and Mexico

In a rare instance in criticizing the Obama
White House, Biden wrote in his book
“Promise Me, Dad” that, given the
diplomatic impasses in the Middle East,
North Korea, and Ukraine, the State
Department should have supported his
project to tackle poverty in the Northern
Triangle of Central America. “Of all the crisis
spots around the world, I had come to

Expand relations with Cuba
Seek to negotiate with Maduro’s
government for free elections in
Venezuela in exchange for the U.S. to
revoke recognition of self-declared
President Juan Guaidó.
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Deforestation is a Set
Project
The Amazon is central to the new
US-Brazilian relationship. In an e-mail
interview given to Americas Quarterly
magazine in March, Biden said that
“President Bolsonaro should know that if
Brazil fails to be the responsible guardian of
the Amazon forest, my government will
unite the world to ensure that the
environment is protected.” In September,
during the second debate with Trump,
Biden
compared
the
American
government’s disregard for the climate
crisis with Brazil. “The Amazon Forest in
Brazil is being destroyed, uprooted. More
carbon is absorbed from the air in the
Amazon than all the carbon emitted from
the United States of America. I would be
gathering up and making sure we had the

countries of the world coming up with $20
billion and say (to Brazil), ‘Here’s $20
billion, stop tearing down the forest. And if
you don’t then you’re gonna have
significant economic consequences.’”
For American diplomacy, the billionaire
package proposal to protect the Amazon is
a win-win game. Brazil would raise funds to
re-equip its surveillance system and
preserve its environmental treasure. The
United States would have a huge
opportunity to improve public relations after
years cast as the bad guy on the world
stage. The problem is that Americans
don't
understand
the
Bolsonaro
administration.

Deforestation under Bolsonaro hits record highs

Source: Inpe (Clearcutting in km2)
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The biggest mistake that Biden's team can
make towards the Bolsonaro government is
to assume that deforestation in the Amazon
is an accident. It isn’t. It’s a set project. The
Brazilian government does not want any
money that implies meeting targets to
reduce deforestation and burning. This
could not only “affect Brazil’s national
sovereignty” – a sacred value in
Bolsonarian discourse – but it could also be
detrimental to the interests of voters from
the agribusiness in the Amazon and
Pantanal.

The biggest mistake that Biden's
team can make concerning
Bolsonaro government is to
assume that the Amazon
deforestation is an accident. It is
not. It is a set project. The
Brazilian government does not
want any agreement that implies
obligations. It could affect
national sovereignty, which is too
expensive according to Bolsonaro.

The two years of the Bolsonaro
administration saw more deforestation that
in the previous three years. This didn’t
happen by accident; it was coordinated by
the Brazilian Environment Minister Ricardo
Salles in an attempt to dismantle Ibama’s
monitoring activities, close down the
Amazon
Fund
that
financed
the
preservation of national parks and
encourage
illegal
mining.
The
environmental agenda of the Bolsonaro
government over the next two years will be
focused on the regularization of illegally
occupied public lands, which will naturally
increase deforestation.

According to the latest Datafolha report, the
Bolsonaro administration is considered
great or good by 47% of respondents in the
North and Midwest regions, compared to a
national average of 37%. In both regions,
29% of respondents said they “always
trust” the president, while his credibility at
the national level sits at 21%.
If asked to choose between his most faithful
voters and a nice photo with the president
of the United States, Bolsonaro would not
hesitate.

The anti-environmental policy is popular
among
Bolsonaro’s
support
base.
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What Companies
Can Do?
areas is nothing more than a duty. But there
are greater initiatives.

Understanding Bolsonaro’s government is
worth money. Brazilian companies that
need to maintain their reputation to win
business abroad and foreign companies
that operate in Brazil are still struggling to
find the correct stance on environmental
issues without seemingly take sides in the
polarized Brazilian political dispute.

In December, Minister Ricardo Salles
announced Brazil’s targets to meet the
Paris Agreement. It's a formality, but an
important proposal because it’s the first
under Salles. However, this documents is
more vague, less ambitious, and with a few
setbacks compared to the previous pledge
submitted under the Dilma government in
2015. One of the serious changes was to
halt the creation of public policies for
environmental conservation, as if the State
had no responsibility other than monitoring
deforestation.

Bolsonaro will continue to take a
confrontational approach because that is
the intrinsic nature of his government. He
needs opponents just as much as he needs
daily controversy to feed off his supporters.
Today the environmental conflict gives him
far more advantages than disadvantages,
whether it is reflected in Brazil’s trade
balance or in his popularity ratings. Unless
that changes, Bolsonaro will continue on
the same path.

For the first time, that spurred a reaction
from the business community. The Brazilian
Coalition on Climate, Forests and
Agriculture formed by representatives from
the financial, agribusiness and forest sector
reacted badly. A document presented by
the Coalition shows that the proposal was
put forward without prior discussion and

Business initiatives to track products such
as meat, soy, or ethanol are just the first
step. Offering consumers items that have
not been produced in illegally deforested
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that the Bolsonaro administration changed
the parameters of its goals, “throwing into
question their real intention and capacity for
planning on the issue. The lack of clarity
can affect the country’s ability to attract
investment,” the companies state in the
document.
The risk of losing market share abroad is
naturally the first cause for concern. But if
we have learned anything in these two
years since Bolsonaro took office, it is that
he is not moved by tip-off interviews,
repudiation notes, or newspaper editorials.
In June, a group of almost 30 financial
institutions issued an open letter urging
Brazil to halt the escalating deforestation in
the
country,
which
was
creating
“widespread
uncertainty
about
the
conditions for investing in or providing
financial services to Brazil.” The Brazilian
authorities shrugged their shoulders.
Last year, when faced with increased
pressure on the devastation in the Amazon,
Bolsonaro first sacked the Head of Inpe
(Brazil’s National Institute for Space
Research) and then appointed Vice
President Hamilton Mourão as the chair of
the Amazon Council. Then, army soldiers
were deployed to fight wildfires. Without
proper training, the officers did what they
could, but the end result was pathetic.
Intentionally, Bolsonaro did not release any
extra funds for the troops and, over time,
the military action was obliterated. Since
Mourão took over the Amazon Council, the
number of fires burning and devastation in
the region remained the same as the
previous year. This is called deception.
The Bolsonaro administration only acts
under pressure. This was the case with the
student protests at the beginning of the
presidential term to avoid interventions in
the universities, then with the Emergency
Aid approved by the Congress in April, and
now
with
the
Covid-19
vaccine.
Immunization was the last national
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government’s priority until they realized that
the government of São Paulo could
vaccinate its population before the Ministry
of Health bought the syringes for the rest of
the country. If Brazilian companies want to
play a role in protecting the Amazon under
Bolsonaro, they will have to learn to exert
pressure. And quickly.
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Uncle Joe is an Alluring yet
Inflexible Negotiator
American President-elect’s relations with
Brazil give clues to what awaits the
Bolsonaro administration.
The US once had a president, Ronald
Reagan, who raised a toast “to the people of
Bolivia” during a solemnity in Brazilia in 1981.
In a conversation in 2001, then-president
George W. Bush appeared astonished to
learn that there were black people in Brazil.
President-elect Joe Biden is unlikely to make
such faux pas. Never before has the United
States elected a head of state who knows
about Brazil and international politics so well.
Biden’s track record as a senator ranges
from nuclear disarmament negotiations with
the now-extinct Soviet Union to sanctions on
apartheid South Africa. As Barack Obama’s
vice-president, he was responsible for
normalizing ties with Cuba and for the
withdrawal of American troops from Iraq.

The United States had a
president, Ronald Reagan, who
raised a toast “to the people of
Bolivia” during a solemnity in
Brazilia in 1981. In a
conversation in 2001,
then-president George W. Bush
appeared astonished to learn that
there were black people in Brazil.
President-elect Joe Biden is
unlikely to make such faux pas.
Never before has the United
States elected a head of state who
knows about Brazil and
international politics so well.

Appointed by Obama to rebuild relations with
Brazil – which had been undermined when
the Lula administration pushed for an
international agreement over Iran’s nuclear
program without involving the White House
–, Biden alternated between “soft talk and
time to resort to force,” which was the mark of
the American diplomacy for Latin America in
20th century.
My take on Biden. When I was child, I knew
Biden by Uncle Joe long before the name got
trendy. I was told so many times about the
tragic death of his wife and daughter in a car
accident on the eve of his inauguration as the
youngest U.S. senator that he seemed closer
to me than then Brazilian President Ernesto
Geisel. My maternal uncle, Wes Barthelmes,
was Biden’s chief of staff at that time. As a
press advisor to Democratic leaders
including Robert Kennedy, my uncle was
appointed by the party to reorganize Biden’s
life after the tragedy. When Wes died, the
13
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senator was one of the speakers at the
funeral.
I was working as the spokesperson for
President Dilma Rousseff when Biden visited
Brazil for the first time in May 2013. She
introduced us. Biden was all courtesy,
political savvy. However, it was not until the
meeting between representatives of the two
countries that he began to leave a strong
impression.

The 2013 Biden should serve as a lesson for
Brazil under Jair Bolsonaro. There is no
doubt that president-elect will be seeking an
agreement – the priority now is to control
deforestation in the Amazon –, but he will
remain a tough defender of American
interests. An alluring yet inflexible negotiator.
(article originally published in the Folha de S.
Paulo newspaper on 11/13/2020)

In 2013, the Brazilian Air Force was running a
bid to purchase FX fighter aircrafts. The
French crafts from Dassault and the Swedes
from SAAB were leading the bid. Biden got in
and turned things around for Boeing.
During the conversation, the vice president
heard frustrated complaints about the deals
with the US. But he didn’t retort. He took in
each criticism and answered by asking if it
would be possible to find middle ground. At
the meeting, he offered to designate Brazil as
a preferential U.S. military ally, which would
allow both countries to exchange sensitive
technology.
When asked how the U.S. Congress would
approve such agreement, Biden gave an
account of Boeing’s political influence. The
message was: if Brazil chose Boeing, the
U.S. Congress would not be an obstacle.
The plan to take Brazil-US relations to a new
level fell apart months later when former NSA
analyst Edward Snowden leaked documents
that indicated the U.S. National Security
Agency spied on ministers, Petrobras
directors and e-mails of former president
Dilma Rousseff. Any possibility for the U.S to
win the military bidding ended right there.
Asked to put out the fire, Biden offered an
informal apology to Rousseff and accepted to
join a commission with the Minister of Justice
José Eduardo Cardozo. According to
columnist Monica Bergamo, Biden was kind,
but made no promise that the U.S. would
cease spying on other governments.
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